Dear SCJH Community,
Snow King Event and Sports Center has made the difficult decision to close the rink
(see email below), which has made it so we have canceled all our programming
effective immediately for the time being. As a community resource serving many
SCJH families we are saddened by the news. SCJH believes that supporting the rink
& public health in mitigating the current community spread of Covid-19 and
protecting our staff and skaters from potential exposure is our number one priority
right now.
We understand this closure will have a huge impact on our Instructors, skaters,
families, and the rink. We appreciate the community understanding the urgency
and importance of the decision the rink has made.
Please note that SCJH started 2 weeks earlier this season with no additional charge
to skater with anticipation of potential closure. SCJH will work with CMI (rink
management) and keep you posted as we know more. SCJH will issue
credits/refunds to their membership if the duration of the closure surpasses 2
weeks of SCJH scheduled skate time.
We urge you to reach out to SCJH instructors to take off ice virtual lessons.
Have a safe extended Thanksgiving break! Please stay safe & stay tuned for future
communication.

Thank you for your continued support & understanding,
SCJH
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Snow King Sports & Events Center Press Release:
We are writing to inform the Jackson Community that the Snow King Sports & Events Center is
temporarily closing the facility as of today, November 12th. We understand that this is disappointing
news but with a major uptick in local Covid-19 cases, including numerous cases identified in the youth
and adult skating community, it is simply a necessary step in doing our part to stop the transmission of

this virus. We will continue to monitor the situation and will be working closely with the Town of
Jackson and Teton County Health on a projected safe reopening date.
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